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RAMPA NEWS

With our smaller packaging units, which we have been offering for selected top products since the middle
of last year, we have taken a few steps forward for you in terms of flexibility. Whereas previously there
were only packaging sizes of at least 100 pieces, now you can also obtain some standard articles in
smaller sizes of 10, 25 or 50 pieces each.

As a manufacturer, we have a wide range of options to best meet your requirements. Since our new small
packages enjoyed great popularity, it was time to turn our first small steps into bigger ones and to further
expand the sought-after offerings for more flexibility. Since the beginning of the year, it has therefore been
possible to order even more standard items in various sizes in smaller PUs.

Die Kleinstverpackungen sind die ideale Wahl für Sie, wenn Sie zum Beispiel zur Probe, für Einzelprojekte
oder für Vorserien unsere RAMPA-Artikel benötigen. Auch ein Umverpacken, das sonst gegebenenfalls
notwendig wäre, bleibt Ihnen durch die kleineren Verpackungseinheiten erspart.

The smallest packaging may be an ideal choice for you if, for example, you need our RAMPA articles for
trial purposes, for individual projects or for pilot series. You are also spared repackaging, which might
otherwise be necessary, thanks to the smaller packaging units.

Would you like to find out whether your favorite RAMPA products are available in very small sizes from
now on? Then simply call up the desired product in our online store and have the available packaging units
displayed in the product filter. If you have any questions about our product range, please do not hesitate to
contact our sales experts. Feel free to contact us by mail or phone with your request.!

We hope you enjoy the further development of our product range in line with your needs!

 
 
 

Now new: Additional small packaging
units!

 
 


